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Abstract
We study class-incremental learning, a training setup in which new classes of data are observed over time for the model to learn from. Despite the straightforward problem formulation,
the naive application of classification models to class-incremental learning results in the “catastrophic forgetting" of previously seen classes. One of the most successful existing methods has
been the use of a memory of exemplars, which overcomes the issue of catastrophic forgetting
by saving a subset of past data into a memory bank and utilizing it to prevent forgetting when
training future tasks. In our paper, we propose to enhance the utilization of this memory bank:
we not only use it as a source of additional training data like existing works but also integrate
it in the prediction process explicitly. Our method, the Memory Transformer Network (MTN),
learns how to combine and aggregate the information from the nearest neighbors in the memory
with a transformer to make more accurate predictions. We conduct extensive experiments and
ablations to evaluate our approach. We show that MTN achieves state-of-the-art performance
on the challenging ImageNet-1k and Google-Landmarks-1k incremental learning benchmarks.

1 Introduction
The goal of Incremental Learning (IL) is to design models capable of dynamically learning when
the input data becomes available gradually over time. The main challenge is to adapt to the new
incoming data, while still being able to remember the previously learned knowledge. In the past,
many IL approaches have been proposed to avoid catastrophic forgetting, which refers to the
situation where an incremental learner ends up performing poorly on previously learned tasks [11].
One popular and successful way of approaching catastrophic forgetting is to keep a small subset of
training data from earlier tasks, i.e. exemplars stored in a memory bank, and use them to augment
the data when training on the new task, which is referred as rehearsal [27]. This approach has
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: The Memory Transformer Network (MTN) uses a memory of data from previous and
current tasks to help classify incoming data. Feature representations of images are stored in the
exemplar memory. During the inference, kNN search is performed to find the local neighborhood
of the test query vector. MTN then aggregates the information from the local neighborhood to
make its prediction.
been shown to be very effective for IL and, consequently, the use of a memory to learn the model
parameters constitutes a key component of most modern methods [1, 2, 14, 15, 26, 38].
In our work, we propose to go one step further and exploit the exemplars not only as a source
of additional training data but also in the prediction process itself. Our hypothesis is that the
relationships between a query (i.e.. a training or testing example) and the different elements of the
memory bank generate a strong signal, which helps the incremental learner make a more robust
and accurate prediction with respect to the given query. To this end, we propose the Memory
Transformer Network (MTN) which looks at the local feature neighborhood of a query vector
before making a prediction. MTN is a light-weight transformer that makes a class prediction for a
given query by directly modeling the relationship between this query and the feature representations
of the exemplars in a memory bank. Since conditioning on the entire memory bank would be too
computationally demanding, we choose to feed MTN only a reduced set of exemplars (selected
with nearest neighbour search).
Our approach allows rare patterns to be memorized explicitly, rather than implicitly in model
parameters. The prediction of a query does not only depend on its representation anymore, it also
depends on its nearest neighbors amongst the preserved exemplars. This makes the model more
accurate by directly retrieving the corner cases from the memory, instead of dedicating the model
parameters to remember them.
MTN is inspired from recent memory transformer architectures in language modeling [39] and
video recognition [36], where the input sequence to the transformer follows a natural ordering, e.g.
sequence of words and frames. In these frameworks, the memory typically contains previously seen
words and frames which helps the system make predictions. MTN extends memory transformers
to image classification, where we define the input sequence based on the local neighborhood of
the query in the feature space.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We believe our approach is the first to propose a model with external memory for classincremental learning. We do so by utilizing a transformer that combines the query input
features with the memory exemplar features.
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• Unlike the existing works on class-incremental learning, we leverage the exemplars not only
during the model training, but also directly in the process of decision making by having the
output distribution depend on the external memory.
• Our method achieves state-of-the-art results on ImageNet-1k [8] and Google-Landmarks1k [35] datasets.

2 Related works
In this section we discuss previous works on class-incremental learning, looking at both exemplarbased and exemplar-free methods. We also discuss methods in the literature which augment neural
networks with memory, which is at the heart of our method.
A popular method in class-incremental learning is to keep a subset of a task training data as
exemplars, and use it in subsequent tasks to mitigate the forgetting effect as incremental training
proceeds. Adding the exemplars to the current task training set is one effective way to prevent
forgetting, and is referred to as rehearsal [27]. Rebuffi et al. propose the iCaRL method [26],
which selects the exemplars via a simple algorithm known as herding and uses the mean exemplar
vector for each class at inference time rather than the classifier used during training. Recent works
extend iCaRL, and have focused on correcting the model bias towards tasks later on in incremental
training. Some methods train additional parameters [38, 41], while others amend the loss function
[1, 2, 14, 23, 32]. There have also been explorations into optimizing the exemplars themselves
[19], and architectural changes like splitting the model into stable and plastic weights [20] to allow
for fast task training but stable knowledge of past tasks. To reduce the memory footprint of saving
exemplars as images, Iscen et al. [15] store features rather than images, adapting old exemplar
features to be compatible with new features via a separate network.
There are also many works in class-incremental learning which do not utilize exemplars. Li
and Hoiem [17] add a knowledge distillation loss to the usual classification loss, helping to prevent
forgetting as tasks are seen. Lopez-Paz and Ranzato [21] modify the gradient update at a given
task, and also pass updates to previously seen classes. There are also a variety of methods which
learn a generative model to simulate data from past tasks, a method known as pseudo-rehearsal.
Multiple methods explore using adversarial training to generate the pseudo-exemplars [29, 37],
[40], whereas Smith et al. [30] use model-inversion to generate the fake data.
Santoro et al. [28] describe a memory-augmented neural network (MANN), in which a differentiable external memory is learned in order to improve neural network performance on meta-learning.
There are a number of works in the NLP domain that allow the model to utilize an external memory
bank of knowledge [10, 13]. Liu et al. [18] use a memory implemented through a Hopfield network
and pretrained features on unsupervised learning. Mi and Faltings [22] use a MANN in incremental
learning, on the application of recommendation systems. There are a number of works which
resemble learned versions of nearest neighbors, predicting labels by calculating similarities of a
query point to a support set of features and labels [24, 31, 34]. There are also recent works that use
transformers to process the query points relation to memory. Gordo et al. [12] apply a transformer
for retrieval, adapting a query point and its nearest neighbors. Doersch et al. [7] use a transformer
in meta-learning, predicting a label for a query based on the spatially-aware similarities to labelled
points from memory.
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Figure 2: Overview of the MTN model. A query feature vector is provided as input to the MTN,
along with the k nearest neighbors from a set of exemplar memory feature vectors. MTN adapts the
input query feature by learning to model the relationship between the query vector and its nearest
neighbors. We then pass the adapted feature to a linear head to calculate a set class scores (or logits).

3 Method
In this section, we begin by describing the problem definition and the notation used throughout
this paper. We then introduce our method in Section 3.2.

3.1 Background and notation
We define the dataset D = {(x,y)|x ∈ X ,y ∈ Y} which consists of a set of images X and their
corresponding labels Y. We assume that the labels Y belong to one of the classes in C, which is
a set of C classes.
In incremental learning, we do not have access to the entire dataset at once. Instead, the
dataset is split into T tasks, where each task contains disjoint classes, i.e. C 1,C 2,...,C T , where
C =C 1 ∪C 2 ∪···∪C T and C i ∩C j = 0/ for i̸= j. At task t, we only have access to the data corresponding to the set of classes Ct , and the training data in task t is defined by Dt ={(x,y)|x∈X t ,y∈Y t }.
The learned model typically consists of two parts: a feature extractor and a classifier. The
feature extractor f maps each input image x to a d-dimensional feature vector, i.e. q:= f (x)∈Rd .
Consequently, the classifier g : Rd → RC is applied to each vector q to obtain class prediction
scores, or logits, denoted by z, i.e. z := g(q) ∈ RC . We denote the model parameters used in the
feature extractor and classifier as θ.
The best-performing recent methods in class-incremental learning have been rehearsal-based
methods [1, 2, 14, 15, 26, 38]. That is, they rely on saving some subset of class training data
Mt ⊂Dt , i.e. the exemplars. Exemplars can be stored as images [1, 2, 14, 26, 38], or features [15].
The training data in task t contains all the exemplars from the previous tasks in order to prevent
t
catastrophic forgetting, i.e. Dtrain
= Dt ∪ M1:t−1. Typically, the number of exemplars kept is
significantly less than the total number of samples, i.e. |Mt |<<|Dt |.
Recent works show that alternatives to the usual cross-entropy loss can benefit training in
class-incremental learning [1, 2, 14]. In this work, we use the separated-softmax loss [1], which
splits the classification loss into two terms:
LSS (x,y)= δy∈Ct DKL (yt || pt ) +
δy∈C1:t−1 DKL (y1:t−1 || p1:t−1),

(1)

where yt is the one-hot vector giving the label y in the task classes Ct , and pt = softmax(zt ) is
the vector of probabilities, over the same classes, produced by the model. We also augment the
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classification loss(Eq. (1)) with a task-wise distillation loss, which has been shown to be effective
in preventing forgetting during class-incremental learning [4, 17]:
t−1
i
LT KD(x)= ∑ DKL (pt−1
|| pi),

(2)

i=1

i
where pt−1
is obtained with the frozen model parameters θt−1 from the end of the previous task
training. Overall our objective is:

L(x,y)=LSS (x,y)+LT KD(x).

(3)

3.2 Memory Transformer Network
Existing works only use exemplars to prevent catastrophic forgetting when training the model
classifier g. Our work is based on the observation that, since we have to maintain the memory of
exemplars, we can also utilize the exemplar memory to improve our predictions.
We define the memory by matrix V , an M×d matrix containing the feature vectors, extracted
for each exemplar with a feature extractor f . We drop the task indices t here for simplicity. Typically, the memory V is used to rehearse the information from the previous tasks while learning
the model parameters θ through the training process in incremental learning. The memory has
no impact during the actual prediction, which follows the distribution pθ (y|q), where y is the class
label given the corresponding query vector q.
However, given the catastrophic forgetting effect exhibited by neural networks when learning
incrementally, we instead use V explicitly in the prediction process. That is, we model the output
label distribution as pθ (y|q,V ), which now depends on the memory V as well as the query x. To
incorporate the exemplar memory V into the prediction process, we add a layer between feature
extraction and logit prediction, such that we adapt the features for the input q and the exemplar
memory V : q̃ = h(q,V ). The output q̃ is then passed to a classifier to generate logits: z = g(q̃).
The MTN model is shown in Figure 2.
The transformer architecture [33] is a natural candidate for h. Transformers map a (possibly
ordered) set of input features to a set of output features, where each output feature is dependent on
all the input features through self-attention. This fits the modeling requirement for incorporating
the exemplar memory set V into the prediction process. We want the adapted features to be able
to attend to q and also to the exemplar memory features V .
The exemplar memory set V can grow to be of the order of tens of thousands of exemplars.
Therefore, we only provide a subset of V as context for a given input q. To choose a subset of V
for given input q, we first find the k-nearest-neighbors (kNNs) q from the memory V . Thus the
transformer is tasked with performing a local attention of the input feature vector q, dependent on
its local neighborhood in the feature space.

4 Experiments
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup and implementation details. Then we
compare our method to existing approaches for class-incremental learning. We also present detailed
ablation studies on MTN showing the impact of different design choices.
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Figure 3: Task accuracy. Top-1 accuracy after each task is shown for MTN and baselines in
ImageNet-1k dataset with SimCLR features for different number of classes per task (L).

4.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We assess MTN for class-based incremental learning separately on two datasets:
ImageNet-1K [8] and Google Landmarks-1K [1]. Following standard practices [26], we use the
average incremental accuracy as the evaluation metric, which is the top-1 accuracy averaged over
T tasks. We now describe both datasets in more detail.
ImageNet-1k contains C =1000 classes, 1.2 million training images, and 50k validation images.
We follow the work of Hou et al. [14] and create the incremental tasks using the following approach.
The first task contains half of the classes, i.e. C/2=500 classes. We then divide rest of the classes
into tasks of L=50, L=100 or L=250 classes.
Google Landmarks-1K is a subset of C =1000 classes from Google Landmarks v2 [35], which
originally contains 203,094 classes. We follow the work of Ahn et al. [1], and sample 1000 classes
in the order of largest sample of images per class. Similarly to ImageNet-1K, the first task, contains
500 classes, and the other tasks are divided into L=50, L=100 or L=250 classes.
Feature representations. In addition to the features learned from scratch with ResNet-18
backbone, we also use fixed features rather than back-propagating through the entire backbone,
similarly to [16, 40]. However, we argue that using features that were pretrained for classification
in a supervised way [16, 40] might confound our results since the backbone would have knowledge
about all tasks at all times. For this reason, we choose to use representations obtained from no
(or weak) supervision [6, 25]. Actually, these representations have been shown to be generic
and excellent “off-the-shelf” descriptors, performing well on a large variety of tasks and datasets
without any fine-tuning [3, 42].
In practice, we use CLIP [25] (ViT-B/32) features of d =512, and SimCLR [6] (ResNet-50)
features of d = 2048 as fixed features. For learned features, we use a ResNet-18 (d = 512)
backbone learned with SS-IL [1] and updated at each task. We learn the classifier separately after
the feature extractor is learned and its weights are frozen.
Implementation details. We train MTN with SGD optimizer, a learning rate of 0.1, weight decay
of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9. We train the model for 10 epochs per task. We use a batch size
of 128, but also add 32 samples from the previous tasks to each batch [1]. We use the Ringbuffer
method [5] to select the exemplars and construct the memory. There are M vectors in the memory
at any given point. As new classes become available, some of the exemplars from the existing
classes are removed to maintain a memory of size M. We typically set the memory size to M =20k
and select top k =10 nearest neighbors of each query as the input to the transformer. Our default
setting is a multi-head self-attention transformer with 4 layers, 4 attention heads, and the output
channel dimension of 128. We will release code and checkpoints to reproduce our results.
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Backbone

Memory usage:
ImageNet-1k
Train. Pred. 50 100
250

PODNet [9]
CCIL [23]†
SS-IL [1]†
MTN

R18(Scratch)
R18(Scratch)
R18(Scratch)
µ R18(SS-IL)

✓
✓
✓
✓

mem. k-NN†
BIC [38]†
iCARL [26]†
LUCIR [14]†
SS-IL [1]†
MTN

µ -R50(SimCLR)
µ -R50(SimCLR)
µ -R50(SimCLR)
µ -R50(SimCLR)
µ -R50(SimCLR)
µ -R50(SimCLR)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

mem. k-NN†
BIC [38]†
iCARL [26]†
LUCIR [14]†
SS-IL [1]†
MTN

µ -ViT-B(CLIP)
µ -ViT-B(CLIP)
µ -ViT-B(CLIP)
µ -ViT-B(CLIP)
µ -ViT-B(CLIP)
µ -ViT-B(CLIP)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Landmarks-1K
50 100 250

64.1
65.8
57.0
60.8

67.0
67.6
62.5
64.8

69.1
67.1
68.4

40.1 49.7 55.4
54.9 60.0 64.7
59.4 63.1 66.5

53.8
34.3
56.5
60.1
66.1
69.5

53.9
43.9
57.0
63.0
67.5
70.7

54.2
56.9
58.4
68.7
71.2
73.3

30.0
17.4
27.3
48.4
46.2
51.0

30.1
26.5
27.7
50.9
46.6
52.3

30.2
38.0
28.5
55.3
47.9
55.4

47.7
32.9
52.3
51.6
63.9
67.4

47.7
43.2
53.2
55.7
65.7
68.9

48.1
57.5
54.7
63.3
69.7
71.2

35.8
25.3
36.5
46.2
52.4
54.1

35.9
35.6
36.9
48.8
52.8
55.5

36.1
47.2
37.8
53.8
54.4
57.6

Table 1: Comparison with existing works. We report the average incremental accuracy of MTN
and other methods. We vary the number of classes in each task after the base task (L=50,100,250).
Reported numbers use different architectures: ResNet-18 (“R18”), ResNet-50 pre-trained with
SimCLR (“R50(SimCLR)”) or ViT-Base/32 pretrained with CLIP (“ViT-B(CLIP)”). µ means that
the features are kept fixed when learning the classifier. We specify when the memory is used
during training as a source of additional data (“Train.”) and explicitly during the prediction process
(“Pred”). †: other methods run by us.

4.2 Comparison with Existing Works
We demonstrate the effectiveness of MTN on ImageNet-1k and Landmarks-1k, two standard
incremental learning benchmarks in Table 1. For fair comparisons and to avoid confounding
factors, we re-implement different methods [1, 14, 23, 26, 38] in a similar setup as MTN, i.e. with
fixed pre-trained features from SimCLR and CLIP.
We propose and report a simple baseline, “mem. k-NN”, that performs classification based
on nearest neighbor search within the memory of exemplars. We set k = 10 for “mem. k-NN”,
as it gives the highest performance. We see that our MTN approach performs much better than
the “mem. k-NN” baseline, +21% with SimCLR features (µ -R50(SimCLR)), demonstrating the
effectiveness of learning how to aggregate information from the memory for prediction.
Overall, we observe in Table 1 that MTN outperforms other existing methods by significant
margins when trained on top of fixed representations and sets a new state-of-the-art for classincremental learning on ImageNet-1k. The comparison with SS-IL is particularly interesting as
we re-use the framework and loss proposed by SS-IL to train MTN, as described in Section 3.1.
Concretely, the only difference between SS-IL and ours is the architecture of the classifier; SS-IL
uses a linear layer while we use a transformer conditioned on the elements of the memory bank.
We observe in Table 1 that MTN improves over SS-IL, showing the effectiveness of our prediction
process based on memory transformer.
Consistently over all approaches, we see that using SimCLR features perform better on
ImageNet-1k than Landmarks-1k. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact than ResNet-50
was pre-trained on ImageNet-1k dataset (without labels) and hence the representations are better
suited for classification on this dataset whereas there is a domain discrepancy when applied to
Landmarks-1k.
We also show that MTN can easily be applied to features learned from scratch. For ResNet-18
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Figure 4: Left: Impact of k and the architecture. The average incremental accuracy for MTN is
reported for different k and transformer architectures with L=100 classes per task on ImageNet-1k.
Right: Impact of the memory size M. Average incremental accuracy is shown for MTN and
SS-IL for L=100 classes per task on ImageNet-1k.
experiments, we train the feature extractor from scratch using SS-IL, and freeze the feature extractor
at the end of each task. We then learn MTN as the classifier. Table 1 shows that MTN trained
on top of ResNet-18 SS-IL features (µ -R18(SS-IL)) achieves up to +4% relative improvement
compared to SS-IL without MTN. MTN applied on top of SS-IL does not outperform more recent
baselines on ImageNet-1k, but we note that MTN architecture is not specific to SS-IL, can be
applied to any other number of approaches, such as PODNet [9] or CCIL [23]. On the other hand,
MTN applied on SS-IL features achieves a new state-of-the-art for Landmarks-1k dataset.
In Figure 3, we show the accuracy on all seen classes after each task. We report results for
MTN and two baselines: “mem. k-NN” (that uses elements of the memory for prediction based
on nearest neighbors) and SS-IL [1] which is trained similarly as ours but with a linear classifier
instead of the MTN. We see that the accuracy for the SS-IL baseline starts at a similar level to
MTN, but decreases at a faster pace as tasks are seen, which shows that it severely suffers from
catastrophic forgetting. On the other hand, the accuracy of MTN does not drop quickly, resulting
in a higher overall incremental accuracy.

4.3 Ablation studies
In this section, we evaluate different design choices of MTN like the number of nearest neighbors
to select from the memory, details of the transformer architecture or the use of positional encoding.
We also propose a qualitative evaluation of what is learned by MTN. All experiments are conducted
with the SimCLR features (µ -R50(SimCLR)).
The number of kNN. We vary k the number of nearest neighbors to input to MTN. More
precisely, the hyperparameter k is used to obtain the k-NN list NN(q;V ) for a given query vector
q. As mentioned above, choosing k nearest neighbors from the memory is essential and keeps
MTN efficient, as it becomes impractical to input the entire memory of M = 20k vectors to the
transformer. Figure 4 (Left) shows the impact of different k for MTN. We observe that the accuracy
of MTN remains stable for different k as long as it is “large enough” (more than 10). We set k =10
for all of our experiments.
Memory size. We vary the size of the memory M, and report the average incremental accuracy
for MTN and SS-IL in Figure 4 (Right). We observe that MTN is more robust to smaller M, where
as the accuracy for SS-IL rapidly decreases for smaller M. This shows that MTN is an excellent
candidate for efficient incremental learning systems requiring very small memory footprint.
Transformer size. We examine the effect of the different transformer architectures in Figure 4
(Left). We compare across 3 architectures. The “small” architecture has 2 layers, 1 attention head,
and the output channel dimension of 64. The “medium” architecture has 4 layers and attention
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Figure 5: Qualitative examples. A visualization of examples from ImageNet-1K which kNN
incorrectly classifies but MTN correctly classifies. We first show the kNN returned by the initial
search. Note that the neighbors are ordered, with closest to the query on the left. We adapt the
query and kNN features with MTN and show the similarity of the adapted features in the blue
histogram, where each bar corresponds to a neighbor.
heads, and the output channel dimension of 128. The “large” architecture has 12 layers and
attention heads, and the output channel dimension of 768. The “small” is less robust to the different
values of k. There is no benefit going from “medium” to “large”, as they perform similarly. We use
the “medium” for all of our experiments.
Qualitative results. We present a qualitative visualization to inspect the behavior of MTN and
get an intuition of how it learns to make more accurate predictions. In Figure 5, we look at how
the similarity with different exemplars evolves after being processed by MTN. For each query
image, we show its five nearest neighbors within the exemplars in the memory, i.e. before MTN
processing, and report the prediction based on the vote of these neighbors. This is similar to
baseline “mem. k-NN” in Table 1. Then, in the “MTN” rows of Figure 5, we show the similarity
of these exemplars with the query as processed by MTN. Concretely we show in the histogram,
the similarity between the MTN-adapted query vector q, and the MTN-adapted k-NN features
ṼNNM (q). We observe in Figure 5 how the features adapted by MTN have better similarity.
For sets of neighbors with the incorrect label as the majority, MTN is able to successfully upweight neighbors that do have the correct label. We find it interesting to note that, even for images
which appear at a high-level to be similar, MTN assigns most of the weight to one or two images.
This suggests that MTN is able to successfully discriminate between confounding examples.

5 Conclusion
We introduce MTN, a method to improve exemplar-based class-incremental learning performance
by utilizing the exemplars directly in the prediction process. We demonstrate that MTN allows
to consistently improve class-incremental learning performance in various benchmarks. We show
experimentally that MTN with generic pretrained features is competitive with state-of-the-art
methods. In future work, we would like to evaluate MTN with unlocked features and train the full
architecture end-to-end in an incremental manner.
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